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NUICLEAR BLAST VULNERABILITY OF SHELTER ELECTRICAL GENERATING

EQUIPMEMN' - DIESEL ENGINE OVERPRESSURE TOLERANCE

Y-F011-05-02- 306

by

Jerar Andon

ABSTRACT

Nuclear blast tolerance of internal parts of an operating diesel
engine was tested by exposing the exhaust system, and simultaneously
the intake and exhause system to simulated overpressure air. Peak
overpressures as high as 100 psi were applied. When the engine exhaust
was subjected to overpressure, the engine speed was momentarily but
noticeably reduced and the combustion chamber peak pressure was slightly
increased. With the intake and exhaust system exposure to overpressures,
the engine speed was only slightly affected and the peak combustion
chamber pressure was greatly increased. This pressure reached 4400 psi
at 100 psi overpressure, thus increasing the internal load to over four
times that of normal engine operation. The diesel engine ui:er test
withstood repeated overpressure applications of 100 psi without any
failures.

To complete the evaluation of blast vulnerability of diesel-driven
generator sets, external parts tolerance tests will be necessary.
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INTRODUCTION
, 1

Nuclear blast tests of electrical generating equipment located in
pits, and shock tube tests 2 of model size pits have indicated that the
engine-generator set can be comparatively easily protected from blast

dynamic pressure but protection against blast overpressure is more diffi-
cult. Consequently, a comprehensive research program was formulated by
this Laboratory to determine the toleranlce of an operating diesel engine-
generator to blast overpressure. The first task in the progrom, covered
by this report, was restricted to the internal parts tolerance.

Two series of tests were carried out, representing different engine
locations with regard to nuclear blast overpressure exposure. The first

series simulated an engine-generator set located in a protective shelter
with its exhaust sybtem exposed to atmosphere and its intake system
protected by shelter blast closure valves. The second series simulated

an engine-generator set located in a protected pit with both intake and
exhaust systems of the engine exposed to blast overpressure.

The exhaust exposure to overpressure was not considered as severe
as the case where both intake and exhaust were exposed to the overpressure.

The analysis of engine operation indicated that with its exhaust system
exposed to overpresst're, the engine would slow down due to increased back

pressure, or even stop if the pressure in the exhaust was great enough for
a long enough period to overcome engine and generator rotating inertia
and engine exhaust blow-down pressure. However, with the intake manifold
exposed to overpressure, Lhe engine would be charged with high pressure
air, whose pressure will be further increased during the engine com-
pression stroke. The high compression peak pressure could conceivably

cause failure of internal parts of the engine. Before the tests, there

was considerable doubt concerning the engine internal parts successfully
operating under this type of loading.

NUCLEAR BLAST OVERPRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS

The ideal peak overpressure values and the duration of the positive
phase of the overpressure for a one MT nuclear explosion are listed in

Table 13.
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TABLE I

One NT Nuclear Burst at Optimum Burst Feight

Peak Duratiou Distance
overpressures of positive phase from grnund zero

(psi)_-iiee_ _ _(mile)

100 1.O .72
70 1.2 .86
50 1.5 1.04
30 1.8 1.40
20 2.1 1.77
10 2.7 2.70

5 3.4 4.30

These ideal overpressure-time diagrams are shown in 7igure I. The over-
pressure suddenly builds up to a peak pressure and then decays exponentially
down to zero for the positive phase of the overpressure. The positive
phase duration is longer for the lower overpressutes. The negative phase
of the overpressure, not shown in Figure 1, produces a low amplitude nega-
tive pressure. Since the positive phase is the most detrimental to an
operating engine, the effect of only this part of the overpressure has
been analyzed.

Figure 2 shows the number of engine cycles that occur during the
passing of a 50 psi overpressure phenomenon. Approximately 22 engine
cycles are shown on this curve. It is apparent that -he engine cycle
is an event of very short duration when compared to the positive phase
of overpressure. Hence, it is proper to approximate the overpressure as

constant during a cycle, buk different for each subsequent engine cycle,

IEST EQUIFM1NT

Air Blast Equipment

An air blast device was developed to supply simulated overpressure
air to the intake and exhaust systems of the engine. Figure 3 shows the
basic components of this device which are;

1. Supply tank
2. Diaphragm
3. Nozzle
4. Connection to the engine air flow system
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The supply tank can be pressurized to any pressure up to 100 psig using
a diaphragmrn to ccntain the pressure in the tank. Since the tank pressure
Is close to the bursting pressure of the diaphragm, a Small puncture of
the diaphragm will cause the diaphragm to suddenly rupture. The air flows
through a nozzle selected with an entiance/exit area ratio so that the
pressure in the tank will decay approximately ii t,,' :rme u-nner as the
_-Il overoress,,•ep 1ieure 4 shows actual pressure-time diagrams, measured

at the entrance of the nozzle, compared with the iL6al .a.cull.tea over-
pressu~re-tme data, It will be noted that the actual measured pressure
goes to the peak value in approximately 5 milliseconds and drops off in
approximately the same manner as the ideal overpressure curve. The nozzle
area ratios used, which give approximately the desired pressure decay for
the various overpressures, are shown in Table II.

TABLE II

Nozzle DimensiP,,s

Peak Entrance Exit Ratio
Overpressure Area Area Entrance/Exit

psi sq. in. sq. in.

100 56.6 23.8 2.28
50 56.6 12.6 4.48
30 56.6 9.8 5.78
20 56.6 4.5 12.57
10 56.6 2.4 23.6

The nozzle entrancp area was fixed by the dimensions of existing
tatk and diaphragm holder. The exit area w's determined by using nozzle
flow calculations. For most nozzles the flow was initially critical.
Once the pressure ratio between nozzle entrance and exit dropped below
the critical, the flow changed to normal flow. To approximate these
conditions, short time increments of constant air pressures in the tank
were used to calculate the flow in both regions.

Figure 5 shows the actual test arrangement for the combined intake
and exhaust overpressure tests. For the exhaust overpressure tests,
the air intake pipe was removed and the normal air intake cleaner was
used. Figure 6 is a closeup view of the nozzle and also shows the engine
air flow system connections. The exhaust system has a flapper valve arrange-
ment which would swing up and close when the pressure in the nozzle was
bigher than atmospher'c. This flapper valve wuuld keep the engine exhaust
gas from contaminating the intake air before and after overpressure ap-
plications.
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Pressure Measuring Instrumentation

Pressure measurIng equipment consisted of quartz pressure trans-
dcers, electrostatic charge amplifiers. Q,,.d poer amplifiers. Eacit
pressure channel was f,' i:,to a high frequency galvanometer and recorded
by an ob1iiograph. The pressure transducers were fitted with adaptors
and installed in the engine combustion chamber, engine intake manifold,
engine exhaust manifold, and various other positions on the air blast
enir n nmpntn. Pioure.s 7 and R show the locations of the pressure transducers
in the engine combustion chamber, intake and exhaust systems. Yro,-
pressure measurelents at the points indicated, the effect of the over-
pressure in the intake and exhaust systems was ascertained.

The combustion chamber pressure measurement represents the loading
on the engine parts. The data thus obtained can be applied with reasonable
confidence not only to the particular test engine, but can also be extended
to other engines of similar design if the load carrying characteristics
of the engine parts are known.

THE DIESEL ENGINE CYCLE

Prior to disrussing the overpressure effects on the engine, the
following review of the normal diesel engine cycle is necessary. The
diesel cycle is normally represented by a prcssnre-volume (PV) diagram,
and Figure 9 shows an idealized diesel cycle diagram. The solid lines
represent the engine full load operation, and the broken lines and bottom

solid lines represent the engine operation at approximately half load.

The diesel cycle consists of the following processes:

0 - I Constant pressure intake
I - 2 Polytropic compression
2 - 2' Constant volume combustion
2'- 3 Constant pressure combustion
3 - 4 Polytropic expansion
4 - I Constant volume exhaust blowdown
I - 0 Constant pressure exhaust

The pressure values in the typical diesel engine are listed below:

Full Load Half Load

P1  14.2 psia I a 14.2 psia

a 700 psia P2  a 700 psia

P21P3 - 000 ps'a P2 ,P 3  850 psia

P4  a 70 psia P4 - 30 psia
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The pressure and temperature ;alculations for each process making up the
complete engine cycle shown on the PV diagram are described by Taylor and
Taylor 4 . Generally the peak compressice pressure P2 can be easily cal-
CuLated by the expressior

P2 -P1 _V1 )n 1

~2-~2

where

Pi - initial intdKe p~cb."Lt, -ziz

P2 = peak compressive pressure, psia

V1 - displacement volume plus combustion chamber volume,
cu. in.

V2 M combustion chamber volume, cu in.

V
r - compression ratio 1 I

V2

Sn - polytropic exponent for compression process

The irreversibility of the compression process due to some heat loss
end air leakage through the valves and piston rings can be accounted for
by using a lower value for the exponent n. The exponent used in this
study to obtain 700 psia for peak compressive pressure with an ihitial
intake pressure of 14.2 psia is 1.30. Further increase in pressure due
to combustion depends on the fuel inje.-tion timing, fuel injection duration
snd fuel spray form. The peak firing pressure is very difficult to cal-
culate without detailed knowledge of the above mentioned fuel injection
parameters, however, in an ordinary diesel engine the peak pressure is
usually Uimited to 1000 psia.

A 32 hp, 1800 rpm, Waukesha diesel engine driving a 10 kw generator
was used for the test. The engine specifications are given in Appendix A.
The engine was operating at half-load and its pressure-time diagram is
shown in Figure 10. This pressure-time diagram can be con~erted to a PV
diagram similar to the half-load cycle represented in Figure 9.

The engine cycle processes are shown in Figure 11 as time events of
one engine cycle. The intake and exhaust events are indicated as well as
the pressure-time diagrams for each of the four cylinders.
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EXuAUS'I 14SI E111 0\ IL}I{ESStq,', TOL.E

Simulated overpi Oessure condi t ions were app lfed to the exhaust system
to dete miLnc the cf I-,ts on etnginie operat ion. Peak overpressures of 10,
20, 30, 50, 70 and 100 psi Were applied tL the exhaust system while the
egne was running at 1EI00 rp.-a aL half-load con(itions. Very little
change in engine combustion chamber peak pressure or engine speed was
noted during the 10, 20 and 30 psi overpressure applications. Figure 12
shows the test record for the 100 psi peak overpressure application to
the exhaust system. Pressure-time diagrams for the exhaust system, Intake
system and combustion chamber are shown. A large oscillation of the exhaust
system pressure is apparent when t he exhaust system pressure in Figure 12
i•c ompared to the applied overpressure-tinie diaprno. " ... i. -. In all
of these overpressure applications, in both intake and exhaust systems,
there is an overshoot of pressure in the beginning and -an oscillation of
pressure about the applied overpressure.

Variations of combustiona (hambler peak pressure and engine speed due

to overpressure application are shown in Figure 13. At 50, 70 and 100 psi,
the combustion chamber peak pressure increases after overpressure appli-
cation and the engine momentarily slows down. The drop in speed gets
larg.L as the applied overpressure Is higner. It is apparent that the
engine w-_'ld stop at some overpressure application higher than 100 psi.
The combustion chamber peak pressure increases because more fuel is
injected into the chamber when. the engine slows down. Increased exhausL
system back pressure caused by the uverpressure has the same effect on
the engine as increased load on the engine. The governor, sensing a
specd drop, will compensate for it by increasing the amount of fuel
inje.,ted. With the increased amount of fuel, some of the engine cycles
operated at full load and produced combustion pressures as high as 1050
psi.

No apparenti failures were noted after these overpressure applica-
tions, and the engine running characteristics remained unchanged. Except
for speed reduction, no unusual engine behavior was noted during the over-
pressure applications.

INIAKE AND EXHA'USI SYSTEM 10iEPANCE

Simulated overpres conditions were also applied to the intake
and exhaust system simu ,eously. Overpressures of 10, 20, 30, 50, 70
and 100 psi were appliec to the combined intake and exhaust systems when
engine was operating aL half load and 1800 rpm. The effect of 10 psi

overpressure applic tion was insignificant. With higher overpressure
applications, the combustion chamber pressure substantially increased
as expected. ligure 14 shows oscillograms of 50, 70 and 100 psi appli-
cations which are pressure-time records of the intake system,exhaust



FI
system, and the combustion chanmber. Two normal engine cycles arc shown
before the overpressire applicýLion. The combustion chambcr pres:ire

Increase is readily seen after the overpiessure application. The engine

speed variation was slight for all intake-exhaust overpressure applica-
tions with the maximum reduction being approximately 10 per cent aL 100
psi overpressure.

The primary measurement for this test is the combusrion chamber peak
pressure, since this measurement determines the internal load on the
principal parts of the engine. The comblustiin chambe• walls, intake and
exhaust valves, piston and piston rings, and cylinder head gasket, are

directly affected by the increased pressure in the combustion chamber.
The piston, piston wrist pin, connecting rod and bearings, crankshaft and
bearings, and the crankcase, are affected indirectly by increascd loads due
LC higher combustion chamber pressure. The internal tolerance of tihc engine
to overpressure depends cn how well these parts withstand the momentary
overloading due to overpi'essure kpplicatior. These part& are designed for

long fatigue life, and the diesel engine is usually designed for higher
fatigue life than other types of internal combustion engines. Bigher
fatigue life for a loaded part generally means higher momentary load

capacity. The experiment confirmed this generalization as no failures
of internal parts occurreo during the tests.

The peak combustion chamber pressure for a number of engine cycles
was measured and the results are plotted in Figure 15 for simultaneous
20, 30, 50, 70 and 100 psi overpressure applicatious to engine intake
and exhaust. The data shows the peak ccmpr2s ive pressure and the peak
firing pressure due to combustion for 10 cycles before ovcrpressuxz
application and 30 cycles after. it is apparent from rhiq data that the

compressive peak pressure varies directly in proportion to the magnitude
of overpressure. To illustrate this, the peak combistion chamber pressures
for the 30, 50, 70 and 100 psi overpressure tests are plotted with respect
to overpressure occurring during each cycle in Figure 16. A straight line
fits best most of the data indicating this to be a direct proportionality.

The maximum compressive pressure in the combustion chamber during
the tests was 4400 psi for 100 psi overpressure. Table III lists the
maximum combustion chamber pressure for the various overpressure appli-
cations.

7
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TABLI: IiI

Maxiruri Pi:t-'.•:;r.s (p'i)

Ovc'.,r' sur.'' Comtbust J ,n Chmi_.er

Compl ession Fir

20 1600 1860
30 2000 225u
50 2850 3200
70 3800 4100

i00 4400 Not Firing

Using the relationship discussed earlier,
= n

P2 P, (r)

to calculate the peak compressive pressure P2 1 using P 1 as the average
pressure of the intake Eystem, and r as the compression ratio, one must
vary the exponent n from 1.30 for compression from normal atmospheric
pressure to 1.24 from 100 psi overprebsure. This decrease renresents
the increased leakage through the piston rings and valves, and the higher
rate of heat transfer during compression.

For normal combu-;i ic, thc pressure increase due to firing varies
from cycle to cycle with the maximum increase of 250 psi and an average
of 125 psi increase over the pressure due to cotp[ression. During the
overpressure application the maximum firing pressure increse over that
of peak compression prescire was 500 psi, and the average Increase appioxi-
mately 200 psi. For the extremely high compression cycles no additional
pressure increase, due to combustion of fuel,was noted. Evidently the
fuel wEs not injectCd Prbltly ithe combustion chamber for these high
compressive pressures, Which resulted in engine misfiring. Although the
firing of the engine, inunediately after each high overpressure application,
was very rough, the engine would still carry the load. A few minutes of
vunning after the overpressure had passed, the engine invariably Gettled
down to normal smooth operation.

The 100 psi overpressure was applied to the engine three times wizh
no failures occurring. The engine was disassembled, and the principal parts
were inspected, No damage or unusual wear was noted during this iri..pection.

FINDINfi

1. Table IV summarizes the results of ovexpressure ,;p'plica*-ior, ts the
test engine exhaust system an, Table V t) the rest engine exhaust and
intake systems simultaneously.
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TABLE IV. Exhaust Overpressure Tests

Peak Remarks
Run Overpressure Combustion Chamber Pressure

Itate No. psi Minimum Engine Speed

17 May 65 1 10 No change - 825 psi chamber pressure
1800 rpm speed

2 20 900 psi max chamber pressure

1800 rpm speed

3 30 870 psi max chamber pressure
1800 rpm speed

4 50 930 psi max chamber pressure
1770 rpm speed

5 70 1050 psi max chamber pressure

1500 rpm speed

8 Jun 65 1 100 1000 psi max chamber pressure
1270 rpm speed

TABLE V, Intake and Exhaust Overpressure Tests

Peak

Run Overpressure
Vate No. psi Remarks

8 Jun 65 2 10 1250 ps. max chamber pressure

3 20 1700 psi max chamber pressure

9 Jun 65 1 20 1860 psi max chamber pressure
2 30 2250 psi max chamber pressure
3 50 No max pressure measurement available
4 70 No max pressure measurement available

100 No max pressure measurement available

14 Jun 65 1 50 3200 psi max chamber pressure

2 70 4100 psi max chamber ;ressure
3 100 4400* psi max chamber pressure
4 100 4400* psi max chamber pressure

*k;ngine failed to fire ot this cycle.

9
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2. The high overpressure application to the exhaust system resulted in
a momentary reduction of engine speed and a slight increase of the peak
combustion chamber pressure.

3. The simultaneous application of overpressure to the intake and exhaust
systems affect engine speed but very little, however, the combustion chamber
peak pressure was greatly increased and reached 4400 psi for the 100 psi
overpressure application. The engine was misfiring at high comoustion chamber
pressures which indicates that the high pressures were the result of com-
pression process rather than of the combustion of fuel.

4. The engine ran successfully during the entire test program. No
failures of internal parts were noted after the tests.

CON( LUS IONS

1. The Waukesha 180 DLC diesel engine can tolerate internally blast over-
pressures up to 100 psi applied simultaneously to the engine exhaust and
intake systems.

2. To predict the tolerance of another engine, using the results of these
tests, would require a comparison of the internal parts of the testbd engine
and the other engine. The load carrying capacity of the other engine will
have to be at least as high as the engine used for these tests,

RECOMNENDATIONS

To complete the evaluation of blast vulnerability of diesel-driven
generator sets, external parts tolerance tests will be necessary. It is
recomaended that these tests be conducted as soon as possible, using the
same engine-generator set and test eqtipment that were used for the internal
parts tolerance tests.

10
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APPENDIX A

PRINCIPAL ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

WAUKESHiA 180 DLC ENGINE

Type - 4-stroke diesel with precombustion chamber

Bore and stroke - 3-1/2 in. x 3-3/4 in.

Number of cylinders and arrangement - 4 -in-line

Displacement - 144 cu. in.

Compression Ratio - 19 to I

Valve arrangement - overhead

Number of main bearings -3

Firing order - 1-2-4-3

Weight - 750 lbs.

12
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APPENDIX B

ENGINE SYSTEM AND FLUID DYNAMICS

The engine intake and exhaust systems are illustrated in Figure B-i.
Either the intake or exhaust system may be represented by a simple long
constant area duct with a nozzle on the inlet end to represent the air
cleaner or exhaust muffler. The simple system may now be analyzed by
one-dimensional compressible fluid flow dynamics.

For normal engine operation the pressure drops from 14.7 psih at the
inlet of the air flow duct to 14.2 psia at the end of the duct. The value
of 0.5 psia pressure drop is typical of this type of engine running at the
speed of 1800 rpm. The rest of the air flow data for the Waukesha engine
is as follows:

Velocity in duct, V - 120 ft/sec

Temperature, T - 100 F - 560 R
Viscosity, " 1.8 x 10- ft 2/ sec

Using 1.125 inches for the diameter of the duct D, the Reynolds
Number may be calculated

VD 120 1.1In

ReD m7-",.(1-,)1 - 6.25(10)
v V 1.8(10 )12

Since cast iron is used as the duct walls, roughness is

e - 0.00085 ft

e a 0.00085 -0.00907
D 1.125

12

From the Moody diagram the friction factor is

f - 0.036

The velocity of sound C, in the assumed system is

C , 49.02 !w"-. 49.02 "5i60- 1160 ft/sec

13
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Then, the Mach number is

M .. .Y .20 0103C 1160

If we assume isothermal flow with friction, the equivalent length of the
duct can be determined. For a horizontal pipe of constant pipe section,
the momentum eqjation is

~F VrI~A

where IF is the summation of forces in the duct length direction,
is the mass flow rate and &Vx is the change in velocity.

For our system the momentum equation can be written as

1k2 "TD 2  - T D2

D-f-- - (P+dP) 1__ - - Dd v dV

where the wall shear stress, may be expressed as

fPVe
2

8
and where P is the pressure, x is the distance along the duct length and
Sis the density.

Inserting this in the momentum equation and rearranging
dPz+ dx dv

'P +f-+ 2 L- 0

From perfect gas equation of state

Pi

where the subscript i is the entrance to the duct.

From continuity

Then VP

P

14



the differential form of this last equation is

dV + AP - 0 or dV dp
V P V P

The first term of the momentum equation can now be written

* ~ )PdP
Integrating the momentum equation and using L xe-Xi as the length of duct,
since e is tht exit point, we obtain

2 2 f PiPi" Pe •e if - 2 1 n )

e

2 2 2 2sinceV -M C =MkRT and P -'•R T

p2 p2 2 2 L Pi"P " kM i P 1 062 2 ln ieF-.

e

or
2 22L -2laP

if Pi =14.7 psia and Pe - 14.2 psia

P
_ 14.2 . 0.966 and
P. 14.7

__ 14.7 1.035
P 14.2

1- (0.966)2 1.4(0.103)2 [(0.036)1 - 2 in (1.035)]

L 11.9 ft or 143 in.

15



The actual intake system of the engine is approximately 50 inches
long. There are three 90-degree bends in the system. Using the general
practice of adding 30 Inches length for each bend, the equivalent length
would be 140 inches, which makes the above calculations and assumptions
reasonable.

When the assunmed system is first exposed to overpressure, cri, -al
flow will take place. With

SfL
max (0.036)(143) 4.57

D 1.125

critical ilow caiculdtlons listed in Snapiro-, Table B4, "Frictional
Adiabatic, Constant Area Flow" (Fanno Line) gives

M, a 0.32

M - 1.00
e

i - 3.44

where subscript i is duct entrance, subscript e is exit and * is the
critical point.

Then from Table B2, "Isentropic Flow", for M , 0.32i

P i - 0.932

P
0

where subscript o is the surrounding.

or Po w 0.932P

since P p.932P

U ý 0 0.271P
3.44 3.44 - 0

16



Once the pressure P2 rises above 0.271P., the flow is not critical and
there will be normai isentropic flow without shoc'. Both normal isentropic
flow and flow with shock were calculated for various overpressures Po
and shown in Figure B-2.

The assumed sysLem will have Fanno flow (with friction) without shock
occurring in the duct during most of the time of overpressure except for
the first instant the overpressure occurs. This exception is illustrated
by Case I in Figure B2. During the first overpressure exposure, the exit
pressuie Pe is lower than the critical pressure; therefore, shock would
occur at the exit end of the duct. The exit pressure increases rapidly
to above critical pressure during the first engine cycle, thereby giving
no.r'Al flow 4l,,m'rrated by Cases II through VlI. The pressure in the
engine cylinder would only be slightly lower than the outside overpressure.
Critical flow conditions would not occur long enough to cAuse any appreciable
decrease in air flow.

Figure B3 shows the actual pressure-time diagrams measured in the
entrance to the nozzle and engine intake system. These pressure records
show very little decrease in the pressure from nozzle to intake system.
In fact, there is an overshoot of pressure which oscillates about the
applied overpressure in the intake system. This type of oscillation is
generally expected with such a sudden overpressure application. The
frequency of this oscillation is determined by the system dimensiorns
which, in turn, determines the mass of the system. The shock wave occurring
at the beginning of the intake system pressure-timA eiagram substantiates
the above remarks concerning critical flow.

17
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Figure 2. The 50 psi peak overpressure-time curve with tming marks (verticol lines)showing engine cycles that occur when engine is operating at 1800 rpm speed.
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LIMITED PRESSUPLE DIESEL CYCLE
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Figure 9. PV diagrams of full load and one-half load engine operation.
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